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Ecstatic May Greetings to Everyone!!
I hope you are all doing great and getting

~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

May featured
fabrics

lots of wonderful sunshine.
We have been busy here at The Attic,
getting new fabrics in, getting new lights in the
showroom and having 3 great events ongoing.
Hope you have all been following the progress on
our Facebook account with Dream Project and
PhD. We have just started a 6 month Mystery
Quilt and every-one participating is excited.
May can be a busy time with
Graduations, Mother's Day, Planning Vacations,
Gardening etc. Please take time to do something
fun for yourself and a friend. My challenge to all
of you is to just enjoy life and care for others.
Find Joy in the Journey!
Happy May

SIGN UP NOW FOR THE
2021 QUILT CHALLENGE
which will run from June through September.
Participants will be given fabric samples at the end of
May and are required to use all of the fabric given.
Prizes will be awarded!

Hgt6
National Bike Month
National Mental Health
Awareness Month

Emeralds
Mangos, Potatoes, Rhubarb

Nat’l
Teachers Day

World Laughter Day

World Migratory
Bird Day

Nat’l Nurses Day

Terrific Tuesday
9am and noon
Honoring all in the
U.S. military services

International
Museum Day

International
Day of Living
Together in
Peace
World

Turtle Day

Bike to Work Day

World BEE Day

National
Brothers Day

Internat’l
Burger Day

Towel Day

National

Biscuit Day

World
Otter Day
20th
21st

Open the door on Elaine
Martinez’s miniature
and you find drawers that
open,and books
you can take out to read.

Sew &
Tell
Will using adding machine tape for the paper piecing
encourage the recipients of Fay Poudrier’s baby quilts to
become accountants?

Sandy Shelley with a quilt that looks
like Christmas Candy!

Hiding behind this Gypsy Wife
Quilt Is Lori Flansburg

Nancy Tittman is just stringing people along.

Head Start on Christmas from
Marnie Stewart. Closeup shows
great holiday fabrics.

Nine-Patch Charity Quilt
by Daun Putnam

Maria Garcia with a cute
Christmas runner and a
succulent shopping bag.

Sandy Correa with a bright scrappy quilt .
.

Handmade by Nancy Tittman

Toni Richardson made this manly quilt for
her brother and a string quilt just because.

Lynda Wysong

Quilts & Matching Pillow Shams

Bear with Us

A checkerboard of wild animals

Dream Projects
Most quilters have a “Dream Project” – that quilt pattern that has
been loved but you were afraid to try; the pattern bought 20 years
ago and you kept thinking ‘someday’; a new skill like thread
painting, paper piecing, English Paper Piecing; or even going out
on a limb and creating your own design for a one of a kind quilt.

Fay Poudrier dreaming about her
Crossed Canoes

Winners
For the April prize drawings
Dream Project – Fay Poudrier
PhD – Jillyn Dille
Jillyn Dille Row X Row is finished!

Fay Poudrier says “Bring In The Clowns”
for this very colorful Hour Glass quilt.

Elaine Martinez continues to make Log
Cabin blocks for her blue & white quilt.

It’s Barbara
Guber time with Holiday Hangings for
September, October and November.

Adding machine tape scrappy
pillow sham from Sandy Correa

Ahead of the game, Paco Rich shows off
her April Dancin’ Quilt and May garden.

Quilt of
Sandy
Shelley with
another
Quilt of
Valor

Valor
Lynda
Wysong’s
Quilt of
Valor

Becky Rea with a stunning
panel Quilt of Valor

This young
cowboy has
learned how
to respect
the flag and
his country.

The Mission of the Quilts of Valor
Foundation is to cover Service
Members and Veterans touched by
war with comforting and healing
Quilts of Valor.

Quilts awarded through the
International QOV Foundation
as of March 27, 2021

Since inception
2021 Year to Date
Locally since 2014

269,505
2,908
185+

April QOV Recipient
Navy Veteran Boatswain, Gilbert D. Cruz
with maker & quilter Paco Rich

The Attic Classroom
May 2021
Superior Thread

THREAD WEIGHT
Understanding Thread Weight
The weight or size of thread is an important consideration for any sewing project. Making proper adjustments relative to
different thread weights will make sewing, quilting, or embroidery projects more enjoyable. The five most common
methods of measurement of threads are weight, denier, tex, number, and composition standards.

Weight
A smaller weight number indicates a heavier thread. The weight of a thread is actually a length measurement. Dividing
the length of thread by a set weight derives the exact measurement of a thread weight. A thread is labeled 40 wt. when
40 kilometers of that thread weighs 1 kilogram. A 30 wt. thread is heavier because it takes only 30 kilometers of thread to
weigh one kilogram.

Denier
Weight in grams of 9000 meters of thread. If 9,000 meters weighs 120 grams, it is a 120-denier thread. Many polyester
and rayon embroidery threads are 120/2, which equals 2 strands of 120-denier thread for a 240 denier total. Larger
denier numbers are heavier threads.

Tex
Weight in grams of 1000 meters of thread. If 1,000 meters weighs 25 grams, it is a tex 25. Larger tex numbers are
heavier threads.

Number System
The Number standard is used on many thinner threads and is written as No. 50 (or #50) or No. 100 (or #100). Many
people confuse this with a Weight measurement and incorrectly suppose a No. 100 thread is a 100 weight thread. The
Number standard was developed in Japan and is known as the Gunze Count system. The smaller the number, the
heavier the thread. It is not necessary to know the exact conversion formula. Just remember that a spool of thread
stamped with No. 100 does not mean it is a 100 weight thread. One spool of thread may be stamped No. 50, another
spool may be stamped 50 wt., and yet another spool of thread may be stamped 50/3. All three of these are measured
using different standards and we must not assume they are similar in size. When comparing threads, make sure you use
a consistent standard of measurement and the best reference is your eyes and fingers to gauge the diameter of thread.

Composition standard
The composition standard was developed for cotton thread but has also been adopted for polyester threads. A cotton
thread and a polyester thread with identical Composition numbers will be similar, but not exactly the same size. This is
because we are comparing apples to oranges. For exactness, it is always necessary to compare cotton to cotton and
poly to poly. This standard uses numbers like 30/3 (or 30/1x3) and 50/3 (or 50/1x3). For heavier threads, the first number
represents the same number used in the Number Standard and the second number represents the number of plies of
thread twisted together. For example, a 30/3 means the thread is a 3-ply No. 30 thread. Most thin threads (50 wt. and
thinner) are a 2-ply thread. Most heavy threads are a 3-ply thread.

A basic conversion chart for understanding thread measurements
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Weight to Denier 9000/weight
Weight to Tex 1000/weight
Denier to Weight 9000/denier
Denier to Tex denier x 0.111
Tex to Denier tex x 9
Tex to Weight 1000/tex
40 weight = 225 denier = Tex 25

The thicker the thread,
the smaller the number

The importance of thread weight
The weight of thread influences several aspects of a quilt, article of clothing, embroidery design, or craft. Stitch density,
area, or field density, needle size, and tension.projects, mainly field densities, needle size and tension.

Stitch and field density
Most digitized designs are created for 40 weight thread. This ensures adequate coverage for embroidery. If a 30 weight
thread is used, the increased diameter of the thread can present a lumpy appearance or cause the thread to bind on
itself which will break the thread or jam the machine. To correct this, reduce the density by one-third or increase the
design size by 125% of the original. Increasing the stitch length will also help.

Needle Size
A general rule is to use a needle whose eye is 40% larger than the diameter of the thread. If you use a #75/11 or #80/12
size needle for 50 weight thread, you should use a needle with a larger eye when sewing with a heavier thread. We
recommend a size #90/14 when sewing with a 40 wt. thread and a #100/16 needle when sewing with a 30 wt or 12 wt.
thread. If you find your thread to be shredding or skipping stitches, try a new needle and go up one size.

Tension
Thread tension on most sewing machines is accomplished by applying pressure to one side of a spring that presses on a
tension disk. Tension is applied to the thread as it passes between a pair of tension disks. Tension may be adjusted
mechanically by means of a thumb wheel, or electronically through a computer-controlled electromagnet. Increased
pressure on the tension spring increases thread tension. When a 40 wt. thread is replaced by a heavier 30 wt. thread, the
increased diameter pushes the tension disks further apart, increasing pressure on the tension spring. Just by increasing
(or decreasing) the diameter of our thread, we have increased or decreased the thread tension. If the tension is too high,
it damages the thread and the thread can break. If it is too low, the thread will loop on the back of the fabric. When you
change threads, remember to take the diameter of the new thread into consideration and make adjustments as
necessary.

Summary
In summary, the most common method used to gauge the diameter of threads today is the weight system. While the
weight system is not an exact science, as accounting for the number of plies is usually discarded, it is recognized as
being the most popular for quilters and sewists alike. To gauge how a thread will look when stitched is to take the thread
in your hand, pass it between your fingers, lay it over your fabric, and see how it looks. Once you have a favorite or go-to
thread that you commonly use, this thread should be your benchmark when comparing different threads.

